ENGLISH
Reading the Iron man and using it as a
stimulus for creative writing
Poetry - Creating images.
Reading different forms of poems.
Exploring and identifying poetic
language.
Using similes, metaphors and
personification to create a poem
based on the Iron man.
Letters of persuasion
Diary entries

P.S.H.E
Communities – thinking about which groups
we belong to and how this makes us feel.
COMPUTING
‘We are Co – Authors’ creating a wiki page
online.
GEOGRAPHY
Considering how we can improve what we see
from our window.
Looking at views of the local area and
identifying different features.
Exploring environmental issues and how we are
responsible for caring for the environment.
Looking at a variety of sustainability issues.

NON-FICTION:- Explanation texts
Exploring features of explanation
texts.
Writing and creating an explanation
text based on how recycling works.
SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS

States of Matter
Solids, liquids and gases.

NUMBER
Efficient written methods for:
+, -, x, 
Solving word problems involving all four
operations
Fractions and decimals
Interpreting and presenting data

Two notes to one pulse.
Ostinato used within music.
Preparation for Christmas performance.

SHAPE, SPACE & MEASURES:
Solving problems involving the conversion
of time (e.g. hours to minutes)
Estimate, compare and calculate
different measures (e.g. money in pounds
and pence)

PE
Dance:
Using a range of movements and patterns to
create a dance sequence.
Football:
Developing skills required for football.

MUSIC

RE
Bible – understanding the different stories
and books in the Bible.
Christmas – is peace the most valuable gift at
Christmas?

DT - textiles
Children to design and make a T-Shirt using
recycled materials. Children to develop
skills such as sewing and using fabric pens.
Art – recycling sculptures
Children to research, design and create
sculpture using recycled materials.

FRENCH
Family phrases, names of countries around
the world, read and say numbers to 30 and
months of the year.

